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ABSTRACT
The sinking of dense shelf waters down the continental slope (or “cascading”)
contributes to oceanic water mass formation and carbon cycling. Cascading over steep
bottom topography is studied here in numerical experiments using POLCOMS, a 3-
D ocean circulation model using a terrain-following s-coordinate system. The model
setup is based on a laboratory experiment of a continuous dense water flow from a
central source on a conical slope in a rotating tank. The governing parameters of the
experiments are the density difference between plume and ambient water, the flow rate,
the speed of rotation and (in the model) diffusivity and viscosity. The descent of the
dense flow as characterised by the length of the plume as a function of time is studied
for a range of parameters. Very good agreement between the model and the laboratory
results is shown in dimensional and non-dimensional variables. It is confirmed that
a hydrostatic model is capable of reproducing the essential physics of cascading on a
very steep slope if the model correctly resolves velocity veering in the bottom bound-
ary layer. Experiments changing the height of the bottom Ekman layer (by changing
viscosity) and modifying the plume from a 2-layer system to a stratified regime (by en-
hancing diapycnal diffusion) confirm previous theories, demonstrate their limitations
and offer new insights into the dynamics of cascading outside of the controlled labora-
tory conditions.
1. Introduction
a. Dense water cascading
Dense waters flowing from shelf seas down the continental slope contribute to
ocean ventilation and water mass formation (notably in the Antarctic, e.g. Baines and
Condie, 1998; Bergamasco et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 2009) and hence ocean circula-
tion (Killworth, 1983). Dense water flows may also contribute to the export of carbon
from shelf seas as a component of the ”carbon pump” (e.g. Holt et al., 2009). This
is illustrated by the appearance of chlorophyll at 500m down the slope as the clearest
evidence of the Malin shelf cascade (Hill et al., 1998), the export of particulate matter
down the slope of northern Biscay (Wollast and Chou, 2001) and preferentially down
canyons in the western Mediterranean (e.g. Sa´nchez-Vidal et al., 2008). In the Arctic
Ocean there is growing understanding of the influence of cascading on the formation
and maintenance of the halocline and on the global overturning circulation (Aagaard
et al., 1981; Melling and Lewis, 1982; Rudels et al., 1996; Steele and Boyd, 1998;
Rudels et al., 1999; Carmack, 2000; Furevik et al., 2007; Rudels, 2009; Turner, 2010).
Despite some recent estimates (Ivanov et al., 2004), the role of cascading in the Arctic
Ocean remains largely unquantified. Regarding the modelling of cascading, Furevik
et al. (2007) state that “Shelf processes and down slope sinking of waters is generally
poorly described in climate models, and there is therefore little knowledge on how this
will change in a future climate.” The aim to improve the representation of cascading
by models has motivated the present study.
As steep slopes and geostrophy combine to inhibit shelf-ocean exchange (Huth-
nance, 1995) there is considerable interest in processes that result in velocity veering
and break the geostrophic constraint to facilitate cross-slope flow. Cascading is one
such process on account of the importance of (turbulent) friction. It occurs where dense
water - formed by cooling, evaporation or ice-formation with brine rejection over the
shallow continental shelf - spills over the shelf edge and descends the continental slope
as a near-bottom gravity current. During its descent, the plume is modified by mixing
and entrainment, and detaches off the slope when reaching its neutral buoyancy level
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(Lane-Serff, 2009).
Cascading (or at least its outcome) has been widely observed (Ivanov et al., 2004),
especially around the Arctic Ocean (Schauer and Fahrbach, 1999; Ivanov and Golovin,
2007; Geyer et al., 2009), the Antarctic (Bergamasco et al., 2004; Orsi and Wieder-
wohl, 2009) and the western Mediterranean (Salat et al., 2002; Sa´nchez-Vidal et al.,
2008; Canals et al., 2009). There has also been significant progress in describing its
physical properties (Griffiths, 1986). Shapiro and Hill (1997) developed a 11⁄2-layer
model with bottom friction, interfacial Ekman veering and entrainment; it lies between
“stream-tube” models (Smith, 1975) and full 3-D models. A classification of cascades
is provided in Shapiro et al. (2003). The form of bottom boundary layer acceleration
when the density gradient and bottom slope exceed a threshold is analysed in Huth-
nance (2009).
Despite its demonstrated effect on water mass formation and carbon cycling, cas-
cading is poorly represented in modern climate models. As cascading occurs in the
near-bottom layer it poses a challenge for 3-D models of any extensive area owing to
the fine resolution required. There are unresolved questions of parameterising turbu-
lent mixing and entrainment in the bottom boundary layer (Lane-Serff, 2009). Progress
in the comparison of modelling results to measurements of dense water flows has been
made for relatively persistent overflows, notably the Faroe Bank Channel (see Legg
et al., 2009; and references therein). Cascading, however, is highly intermittent in
space and time and field observations of the process (rather than its outcomes) remain
elusive, hence the validation of models against measurements has proved difficult. In-
stead, laboratory experiments have proved valuable as a test for models of cascading.
The influence of the density difference, flow rate and rotation rate on the dense water
flow has been investigated using rotating tanks with either conical or straight bottom
slopes (e.g. Shapiro and Zatsepin, 1997; Etling et al., 2000; Cenedese et al., 2004;
Sutherland et al., 2004). In addition to a simple laminar flow regime, several more
complex regimes have been observed: roll-waves (Shapiro and Zatsepin, 1997) as well
as vortices and eddies (Lane-Serff and Baines, 1998; 2000; Etling et al., 2000).
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This paper revisits the laboratory experiments by Shapiro and Zatsepin (1997) by
applying a 3-D ocean model to the study of cascading on a steeply-sloping rotating
cone. We reproduce the laboratory results to validate the 3-D model and then go be-
yond the scope of the laboratory experiments. We identify the areas of applicability
of the previously developed simplified theories of cascading and explore the Ekman
dynamics in the frictional boundary layer. We also investigate parameters and regimes
which are difficult to create in the laboratory and are challenging to analyse with sim-
plified theories.
b. Laboratory studies and reduced physics theory
The laboratory experiments carried out by Shapiro and Zatsepin (1997), hereafter
referred to as SZ97, consisted of a solid cone placed in a tank mounted on a rotating
turntable (Fig. 1). The tank (505046 cm) was filled with a homogeneous water
solution while dense water was injected at the tip of the cone, which then propagated
downwards along the wall of the cone. The dense water was coloured so the spread of
the plume could be observed using a video camera (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Schematic of the laboratory setup: 1, rotating turntable; 2, water tank; 3,
cone; 4, Mariotte’s bottle; 5, dense water inflow; 6, dense water plume; 7, side-view
mirror; 8, video camera (Adapted from fig. 1 in Shapiro and Zatsepin, 1997).
The geometry of a cone has a number of advantages over a straight slope. A cone
simulates a virtually endless slope along which the downslope velocity can be studied
for long periods of time without the plume reaching any lateral boundary. This avoids
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the requirement for a large domain and possible complications with lateral boundary
conditions in numerical experiments.
The main experimental parameters were the reduced gravity g0, the flow rate Q
and the Coriolis parameter f . The density difference represented by g0 was created by
mixing in varying amounts of salt into the inflowing water. The Coriolis parameter f
was varied by different rotation speeds of the turntable. The flow rate Q was regulated
by a valve connected to a Mariotte’s bottle. SZ97 observed limited mixing only in
the region around the cone tip where a bulbous dome forms over the inflow. Diapycnal
mixing between the ambient and injected fluids was not observed outside of this region
near the inflow. The propagation of the plume was described using a simplified theory
of cascading.
It is known that if the effects of friction are negligible, a steady-state gravity cur-
rent in a rotating framework would simply flow along contours of constant depth. The
reference alongslope velocity referred to hereafter as the Nof speed (Nof, 1983) is
given by Eq. (1):
VNof =
g0
f
tan  (1)
where f is the Coriolis parameter and  is the slope angle. The reduced gravity g0
is defined as g0 = g
0
, where g is the acceleration due to gravity,  is the density
difference between the dense water and ambient water, and 0 is the ambient density.
Downslope motion of dense water is facilitated by forces, such as friction with
the bottom or at the interface between the plume and the ambient water, that break the
constraints of potential vorticity conservation. Friction brings the flow velocity to zero
at the bottom, the viscosity of the fluid propagates its effects into the flow, while at
some distance from the bottom the Coriolis force dominates in the interior of the flow
over the diminishing frictional force. This creates a thin boundary layer of the order
of the Ekman depth, which arises as a key height scale for the bottom boundary layer.
Accounting for the slope angle  we define the Ekman depth He as:
He =
r
2
f cos 
(2)
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where  is the vertical viscosity.
Shapiro and Hill (1997), hereafter referred to as SH97, studied gravity currents in
a rotating framework using a 11⁄2-layer model, which assumed a homogeneous layer
of dense water overlaid by a homogeneous upper layer of ambient water. In contrast
to “stream-tube” or “slab” models (Smith, 1975; Killworth, 1977; Price et al., 1993)
which assumed a vertically uniform velocity distribution within the plume, the velocity
structure in SH97 is fully three-dimensional. Compared to full physics 3-D numerical
models the SH97 model assumes a simplified density structure and hence belong to a
class of ‘reduced physics’ models.
SH97 presented a solution for the horizontal velocity profiles in a two-layer fluid
(for a detailed derivation, see Shapiro and Hill, 2003; appendix A). Their solution de-
scribes a veering of velocity similar to the ‘classic’ Ekman spiral. This ‘modified’
Ekman spiral, however, includes the interfacial Ekman layer which enhances downs-
lope transport and incorporates additional velocity veering at the boundary between
dense and ambient water.
SH97 showed that in the special case of steady state cascading over a plane slope
with no entrainment and no upper layer flow the plume height cannot exceed hf =
1:78He. In this case, the downslope velocity can be expressed as a fixed fraction
(uF = 0:2VNof ) of the alongslope velocity, meaning that the lower edge of the plume
crosses the isobaths at a constant angle. A different approach was taken by Killworth
(2001), who parametrised the rate of descent based on an energy equilibrium solution
as dD=ds = 1=400 where D is a downslope bathymetric variable and s is the along-
stream variable.
SZ97 adapted the SH97 model to a gravity current flowing down a conical slope.
This version of the model was formulated in a curvilinear rotating orthogonal coordi-
nate system, set the entrainment velocity to zero and used non-dimensional variables.
Here we follow precisely the non-dimensionalisation scheme introduced by SZ97 (see
therein for details): L0 as a horizontal length scale of the dense water plume, T0 as the
time scale (Eq. (3)), the Ekman depthHe (Eq. (2)) as the vertical height scale and VNof
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(Eq. (1)) as the scale for velocities in the downslope and alongslope direction.
L0 =
Q
2 cos  VNof
p
2HeGm
; T0 =
p
2L0
VNof
(3)
where Gm = 1:12 is a numerical constant.
The length scale L0 is therefore proportional to Q=(VNofHe), i.e. proportional to
the length of the plume from tip to front and suitably scales with the flow rate Q while
He and VNof are the ‘natural’ scales for the plume height and velocities respectively.
In Section 3 we use this non-dimensionalisation scheme to compare results from
the “full physics” model with the “reduced physics” model and the laboratory experi-
ments.
2. Methods
a. Numerical model description and geometry
The numerical model used here is the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory Coastal
Ocean Modelling System (POLCOMS). POLCOMS is a finite difference ocean model
that uses the incompressible, hydrostatic, and Boussinesq approximations (Holt and
James, 2001). The model uses a horizontal B-grid discretisation, which ensures an ac-
curate representation of the Coriolis force. In the vertical, POLCOMS uses a terrain-
following coordinate whose resolution is a function of depth (s-coordinate), so that
the number of vertical levels can be enhanced near the top and bottom boundaries of
the domain. For computational efficiency, POLCOMS splits the equations into a fast
barotropic component and a slow baroclinic component. The barotropic component
solves the depth independent part of the equations. It includes a fully non-linear free
surface formulation that guarantees exact conservation of fluid volume and permits the
injection of dense fluid into the system. The model’s ability to accommodate changes
in volume is crucial for the reproduction of the laboratory experiments described be-
low. To improve the accuracy of horizontal pressure gradients in the presence of steep
bathymetric slopes, such as those in our experiments, hydrostatic pressures are cal-
culated by interpolation of the buoyancy field onto horizontal planes through velocity
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points. Fluid transports are evaluated using the Piecewise Parabolic Method, which
creates significantly less numerical diffusion and dispersion than ordinary advection
schemes and helps, thus, to preserve sharp property gradients and boundaries, as is
required in our cascading experiments.
POLCOMS was designed as a regional ocean model for the study of coastal and
shelf processes and has been extensively used and validated for the European conti-
nental shelf and the North-East Atlantic, most recently by Holt and James (2006) and
Wakelin et al. (2009), and other regions such as the Black Sea (Enriquez et al., 2005)
and the Mediterranean Sea (Bolan˜os et al., 2007). The version of POLCOMS used
in this study was modified to be used under the Windows operating system (Enriquez
et al., 2005).
The model bathymetry was set up with a cone of the original dimensions (radius
r = 25 cm, inclination angle  = 39°). The base of the ’tank’ was extended by 10 cm
to avoid boundary complications when the plume reaches the bottom of the cone. The
height of the tank was slightly reduced to 32cm, leaving a depth of 12cm at the cone
tip.
b. Model parameters
The horizontal grid resolution was chosen to be x = 5mm for a 120120 grid
to sufficiently resolve lateral details of the descending plume. This small horizontal
step addresses potential issues with evaluating bottom pressure on a steep slope when
the bottom in the adjacent cell (laterally) is displaced by more than one cell in the
vertical (Haney, 1991). Time steps for the barotropic and baroclinic components were
set to t = 0:75ms and 15ms respectively to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
condition.
The vertical resolution was configured specifically to resolve the physics of Ekman
veering in the bottom and interfacial boundary layers. We chose 45 s-levels (see Fig. 2)
and adjusted the vertical coordinate in order to have 10 computational levels within
the frictional layer near the injection point. This gives the finest vertical resolution
of z = 0:04mm at the bottom near the cone tip and the largest s-level spacing
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Figure 2: Diagram showing the vertical resolution of the model setup with 45 s-levels.
Arrows indicate the location of the dense water inflow near the top of the cone which
extends vertically over 15 s-levels.
z = 27:1mm in the interior at the tank edges.
The standard bottom boundary condition in POLCOMS is the quadratic drag law
using an empirical drag coefficient CD. Following results by Shapiro and Hill (2003)
and Wirth (2009) that proper resolution of the velocity profiles in the frictional layer
significantly improves modelling accuracy we attempt here to resolve this layer explic-
itly. Ekman theory requires that friction against the bottom brings the interior velocity
(inside the plume) to zero at the bottom boundary. The model code was therefore
changed to a no-slip bottom boundary condition, which, given the fine vertical resolu-
tion near the bottom, leads to the development of an Ekman spiral.
POLCOMS is used with the semi-implicit scheme for the Coriolis term as it con-
serves kinetic energy (see Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2011; chapter 2). The model
code related to river inputs was adapted to simulate a injection of salty dense water at
the cone tip into a circular region around the mid-point of the model domain (high-
lighted in Fig. 2). The temperature is kept at 20 C for inflowing and ambient water,
while the density difference characterised by g0 is simulated by varying the salinity of
the inflowing water.
Our modelling experiments can be grouped into two sets. In the first set of runs we
simulate the laboratory conditions by using molecular values of diffusivity and viscos-
ity to validate the model and compare its results to the original laboratory experiments.
In a second set of runs we increase the values of either viscosity and diffusivity, or both,
to observe the response of the flow to changes in the Ekman depth and investigate the
behaviour of a sinking plume with a diffuse (i.e. density stratified) interface, as those
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Table 1: Summary of model parameters used in validation (Section 3a) and compar-
ison runs (Section 3c), in experiments that vary the Ekman depth (Section 3d) and
experiments with a stratified plume interface (Section 3e).
Parameter Validation Comparison Ekman depth Stratified plume
f (s 1) 1:6 1:0 – 4:1 1:6 1:6
Q (cm3 s 1) 0:3 – 5:0 0:3 – 7:4 1:7 – 3:7 1:6 – 2:1
g’ (cm s 2) 0:4 – 4:2 0:3 – 9:0 1:2 – 1:7 1:5 – 1:7
 (m2 s 1) 1:3 10 9 1:3 10 9 1:3 10 9 10 9 – 10 5
 (m2 s 1) 2 10 6 2 10 6 10 6 – 10 4 2 10 6 (10 6 – 10 5)
He (cm) 0:179 0:112 – 0:227 0:127 – 1:27 0:179 (0:127 – 0:4)
Prv 1538 1538 769 – 76923 2000 – 0:2 (1 – 0:1)
latter runs simulate the effects of enhanced mixing. In all experiments we chose to use
a constant value of viscosity  and diffusivity  throughout the model domain.
In the first set of numerical experiments we simulate the non-turbulent (laminar)
nature of the flow observed in the laboratory. The viscosity was not measured in the
original laboratory experiments and SZ97 assumed a reference value for molecular
viscosity (  10 6m2 s 1). We use a slightly higher value ( = 2 10 6m2 s 1) for
those model runs comparing the 3-D model to the laboratory experiments (see Table 1)
to account for possible impurities in the tap water that was originally used in the labo-
ratory. At oceanic scales there is no appreciable difference between the diffusivity of
heat and salt due to turbulence, while at laboratory scales, when molecular processes
are significant, they differ by approximately 2 orders of magnitude. In the first set of
experiments, the values for the horizontal and vertical diffusivity are based on a refer-
ence value for the molecular diffusivity of salt in sea water ( = 1:3 10 9m2 s 1)
as the density difference in all our experiments is created by salt alone. The resulting
Prandtl Number in the horizontal and vertical is Prh = Prv = = = 1538.
In the second set of numerical experiments we simulate conditions that were not
created in the laboratory. To examine the response of the plume to changes in the
Ekman depth He, we modify the vertical viscosity from  = 10 6 to 10 4m2 s 1
(Section 3d). In these runs the Prandtl Number in the horizontal remains unchanged
(Prh = 1538), but in the vertical we get Prv = 769 to 76900. In model runs that inves-
tigate the effects of a diffuse interface (see Section 3e), we create a smooth transition
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between plume and ambient water by modifying the vertical diffusivity in the model
from  = 10 9 to 10 5m2 s 1. In these runs the vertical Prandtl Number varies from
Prv = 2000 to 0:2. Further experiments are conducted for a plume with a stratified
interface at  = 10 6m2 s 1 by varying the viscosity from  = 10 6 to 10 5m2 s 1,
resulting in a Prandtl Number of Prv = 1 to 0:1. The latter experiments which investi-
gate a plume with a stratified interface (Section 3e) where Prv = O(1) are thought to
be the most representative of oceanic conditions where diffusion of momentum (vis-
cosity), heat and salt are all of the same order due to turbulence. Table 1 summarises
the model parameters for our experiments.
Figure 3: Schematics of the modelled flow and the measured variables. (a) Cross-
section of an idealised flow on a slope with angle . The downslope length of the
plume is measured as Lf , while the plume height, salinity and velocity profiles are
sampled at a downslope distance rs. The flow is divided into these zones: 1, injection
zone forming a bulbous dome over the inflow at the cone tip; 2, main viscous flow; 3,
plume head. (b) The two types of flows with an idealised profile of salinity (S) against
height above bottom (hab) showing how the flow height hf , the height of the plume
core hc and the height of the transitional layer ht are measured.
In keeping similar conventions to the laboratory observations by SZ97 we divide
the modelled flow into 3 zones (Fig. 3a). In the injection zone near the inflow fluid is
trapped and a bulbous dome develops (see also Figs. 4e and 4f). The second zone is
the viscous flow forming the main part of the cascade where the dominating balance of
forces is between friction, buoyancy and the Coriolis force. Our profiles of salinity and
velocity structure are sampled in this zone at a downslope distance of rs. The bulging
plume head forms the third zone. We do not attempt do discuss the exact limits of
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these zones objectively, as POLCOMS covers all of them. Instead, we merely make
sure that rs always falls within the main zone (i.e. zone 2 in Fig. 3a) of the flow.
For quantitative analysis of the cascade downslope velocity we measure the length
of the plume Lf (from the cone tip to the head of the plume) as a function of time t
(Fig. 3a). Lf is derived from the model output in 1 s intervals as an average downslope
radius of the axisymmetric area covered by dense water in the bottom s-level.
We differentiate between two main flow regimes: a 2-layer flow and a stratified
flow (Fig. 3b). Low values of diffusivity reduce diapycnal mixing and maintain a sharp
interface between the dense flow and the ambient water in a 2-layer flow. High values
of diffusivity, on the other hand, cause the plume interface to become blurred and a
density-stratified transitional layer is observed. The height of the flow hf is measured
in the vertical as the height above the bottom where the salinity is the mean between
the salinity of the cascading and the ambient water. We define the two regimes by
comparing the height of the flow hf , the height of the transitional layer ht, the height
of the plume core hc and the Ekman depth He. A 2-layer regime is a flow with a
sharp interface where the transitional layer is thinner than the plume core (ht=hc 6 1)
and thinner than the Ekman depth. A stratified flow with a ’blurred’ interface has a
transitional layer that is thicker than the plume core (ht=hc > 1). In Section 3e we
will show that both plume and transitional layer may be considerably thicker than the
Ekman depth in a stratified flow.
3. Results and Analysis
a. Validation of the model against laboratory experiments
The POLCOMS model (see Section 2b) was run for a range of values of the gov-
erning parameters f , Q and g0 similar to those in the laboratory experiments (see Ta-
ble 1) and two different versions of the bottom boundary condition: a “slip” bottom
boundary condition with the quadratic drag law (CD = 0:005) and a no-slip bottom
boundary condition similar to that used in the derivation of the equations for the bottom
Ekman spiral. Additionally we inspected the original video footage of the laboratory
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experiments (courtesy of Andrei G. Zatsepin, see Fig. 4e for a screen shot) to validate
POLCOMS qualitatively and quantitatively.
The effects of the different bottom boundary conditions are shown in Figures 4a
to 4c for run ‘V’ (f = 1:6 s 1, Q = 2:6 cm3 s 1, g0 = 0:8 cm s 2). In the run using
a “slip” bottom boundary condition with the quadratic drag law the plume eventually
disintegrated into wobbling swirls (Fig. 4a); producing results very different from the
laboratory experiments. Only the model run using a no-slip bottom boundary condition
(Fig. 4b) reproduced the roughly circular plume that was observed in the laboratory
(compare with Fig. 4e).
Figure 4c shows fair quantitative agreement between the laboratory experiment
and its matching model run using the no-slip bottom boundary condition (solid line),
while the quadratic drag law (dashed line) does not initiate the downslope transport
necessary to match the descent speed observed in the laboratory. Hence the runs with
the “slip” bottom boundary condition were discarded and are not discussed any further
in this paper.
Figures 4e and 4f show the same experiment ‘V’ as a snapshot (also after 145 s)
from video footage of the original laboratory experiment and a 3-D rendering of the
model output of the run using the same governing parameters. The model setup with a
no-slip bottom boundary condition and near-molecular values for  and  (see Table 1)
was validated against the laboratory experiments in 4 more numerical runs. These runs
are presented in Figure 4d as plots of the downslope plume speed (plume length Lf
as a function of time t). All validation runs A–D, V show good agreement between
laboratory and model results. The results from those runs demonstrate how accurately
POLCOMS is able to reproduce the laboratory experiments given identical cone ge-
ometry and the appropriate boundary conditions.
The mirrored side-view of the lab experiment (Fig. 4e) shows the formation of
the bulbous dome where injected water accumulates before downslope transport is
initiated. This feature is reproduced by the model and can be seen in a 3-D rendering
of the model output shown in Figure 4f. The simulated injection of dense fluid into the
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Figure 4: (a) – (c) Model output using different bottom boundary conditions for run
‘V’ (f = 1:6 s 1, Q = 2:6 cm3 s 1, g0 = 0:8 cm s 2). Plume salinity (shaded) af-
ter 145 s - (a) quadratic drag law and (b) no-slip bottom boundary condition - and
(c) downslope plume speed (Length of the plume Lf as a function of time t) in both
runs compared to the matching laboratory experiment. (d) – (f) Validation of model
to laboratory experiments using runs with a no-slip bottom boundary condition - (d)
downslope plume speed for additional model validation runs using a range of govern-
ing parameters f (s 1), Q (cm3 s 1), g0 (cm s 2): [A] 1:6, 5:0, 4:2; [B] 1:6, 2:0, 3:4;
[C] 1:6, 2:0, 0:4; [D] 1:6, 0:3, 0:5. (e) video snapshot of the lab footage and (f) 3-D
rendering of plume salinity after 145 s for run ‘V’.
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model domain does not only initiate a plume, but also slightly raises the free surface
elevation at the injection site near the cone tip (highlighted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3a). The
initial fluid displacement at the start of injection is detectable as concentric surface
waves dispersing outwards at the wave speed (c =
p
gH). The upwards displacement
of the ambient water through continued injection also forms a bulge at the surface
maintained by geostrophic adjustment. This bulge is responsible for a velocity field
with anti-cyclonic vorticity high above the plume. We will consider the contribution
of this velocity component in the following section.
b. Comparison with reduced physics model - velocity profiles
The result from a validation run in POLCOMS, our ‘full physics’ 3-D ocean cir-
culation model, was then compared with the simplified SZ97 model - the ‘reduced
physics’ model. First, we examine the profiles of horizontal velocity and plume salin-
ity which are shown in Figure 5 for model run ‘V’ (see Section 3a). The theoretical
velocity profiles VD and VA are compared to the modelled velocities vd and va in the
downslope alongslope and direction respectively. The velocity profiles VD and VA are
calculated using equation (A7) in Shapiro and Hill (2003) where the ambient velocity
u0 was taken to be equal to the computed velocity at the free surface caused by the
bulging surface (this velocity extends throughout the top layer) and the height of the
interface  was taken to be equal to be the plume height hf (grey circles in Fig. 5).
We examine two panels in Figure 5 at different times in the model run. After 50 s
(Fig. 5a), the salinity shows hf = 1:82He. After 145 s (Fig. 5b), the plume head is
approaching the bottom of the cone at which point the plume has spread and doubled
the circumference of the front from 82 cm to 165 cm leading to a decrease in plume
height to hf = 1:55He. Despite different geometry and a non-steady state mode of
propagation of the plume, its thickness is not significantly different from the simple
estimate obtained by SH97 for a steady-state cascade on a plane slope. The decrease
in plume height is a result of the increasing circumference of the plume edge during its
downslope descent and is in agreement with the prediction of the SZ97 model which
was derived specifically for the conical geometry.
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Figure 5: Vertical profiles of velocity (vd - downslope, va - alongslope) and salinity for
the model run shown in Figures 4f and 4b after (a) 50 s and (b) 145 s. White circles
show layer height of positive downslope velocity. VD and VA show the theoretical
profiles for a 2-layer flow. Profiles were sampled at a downslope radius rs when the
plume had reached length Lf and height hf (grey circle) (relative to the Ekman depth
He =
p
2=f cos ): (a) Lf = 13:1 cm, rs = 9:8 cm, hf = 1:82He; (b) Lf = 26:2 cm,
rs = 19:6 cm, hf = 1:55He. The dashed horizontal lines mark the height of He and
2He.
In both snapshots, the modelled alongslope velocity va compares very well with
the SH97 theory, while the downslope velocity vd shows a slight deviation: the return
flow is weaker and displaced upwards. We attribute this to the departure of the plume
interface from the assumption in SH97 of two sharply separated layers. The salinity
profiles from the model show a transition between plume and ambient water to suggest
some diapycnal mixing and diffusion across the interface, which is not included in the
SH97 model. This will be studied in detail in Section 3e.
The maximum downslope velocities in the numerical runs are slightly smaller than
predicted by the analytical theory - evident by vd < VD. This is not surprising as the
theoretical profile VD was obtained for a plane slope assuming sufficient fluid supply
at all times. On a conical slope, however, the circumference of the front expands over
time thus reducing the available fluid supply to the leading edge which accounts for
the reduction in downslope transport over time.
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Figure 6: Downslope progression of the plume as a function of time in (a) dimensional
and (b) non-dimensional variables (scaling given in Eq. (3)) for 29 model runs. The
solution of the reduced physics model of Shapiro and Zatsepin (1997) is also shown
(as ) in (b).
c. Comparison with reduced physics model - plume speed
Results from 29 numerical runs (including those used for validation in Section 3a)
are presented in Figure 6 as plots of the downslope propagation of the plume (plume
length Lf as a function of time t) in dimensional and in non-dimensional variables.
Analysing the results in dimensional values (Fig. 6a) reveals that the downslope prop-
agation speed is quite scattered between experiments where the governing parameters
f , Q and g0 vary (see Table 1). The reduced physics model, however, predicts that in
non-dimensional variables using the scales in Eq. (3) all experiments (irrespective of
the variations in f , Q and g0) should collapse onto the same line.
Figure 6b shows the non-dimensionalised downslope propagation of the plume
obtained from the SZ97 reduced physics model ( symbols) and from the POLCOMS
model runs (solid lines). Despite some scatter the model results collapse onto a curve
which demonstrates that the non-dimensionalisation given in Eq. (3), which was de-
rived from the reduced physics model, describes the self-similar nature of the processes
reproduced by the full physics model. The SZ97 reduced physics model also captures
the slowing of the plume speed over time (as a result of the expansion of the leading
edge of the dense front as the plume descends downslope), as already revealed by anal-
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ysis of the downslope velocities in Section 3b. The two curves from POLCOMS and
the reduced physics model in Figure 6b, however, show that the reduced physics model
also slightly overestimates the downslope propagation speed. A possible reason for this
is that in the 3-D model the density interface is slightly ‘less sharp’ than it is assumed
in a 2-layer model. In Sections 3d and 3e we will simulate conditions in POLCOMS
which were not created in the laboratory or included in the reduced physics model to
study our validated model under new parameter regimes.
Having in mind that POLCOMS uses the hydrostatic approximation which implies
that vertical accelerations are smaller than acceleration due to gravity (Kamenkovich,
1977; Pedlosky, 1987) we compare the magnitude of these accelerations. First, the
downslope plume speed is derived as uF =
dLf
dt
, where Lf is the plume length shown in
Figure 6a. Then, the typical vertical velocity component is estimated asW = uF sin 
( = 39°) and its acceleration is given by dW
dt
, which is compared to the reduced
gravity g0 = 
0
g (derived from the salinity within the plume). For the runs shown
in Figure 6 the ratio of the vertical acceleration to the reduced gravity acceleration is
between 0:001 and 0:01.
d. Comparison with reduced physics model - Ekman depth
This section examines the response of the cascading plume to changes in the bot-
tom Ekman layer brought about by different values of viscosity. The vertical viscosity
affects the height of the frictional boundary layer and thus the Ekman depth He (see
Eq. (2)). According to the reduced physics model, in experiments varying the viscosity
 and thus He, (i) the plume height hf should scale with He (i.e. hf=He = const), and
(ii) the plume speed in non-dimensional variables should remain unchanged because
the scaling in Eq. (3) includes He.
Figure 7 shows salinity profiles and downslope plume progression plots for a num-
ber of runs that vary the vertical viscosity by 2 orders of magnitude from  = 10 6
to 10 4m2 s 1 (keeping  constant at 1:3 10 9m2 s 1). The shown salinity profiles
(Fig. 7a) are averaged over a number of profiles sampled along a circle centred at the
cone tip with a sampling radius rs = 0:5Lf from model output when the downs-
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Figure 7: Series of model runs varying the Ekman depth He =
p
2=f cos  by modi-
fying vertical viscosity  (shown in m2 s 1): (a) Profiles of non-dimensional salinity
s0 = (S Samb)=(Sinj Samb); height above bottom is normalised by the Ekman depth
He; circles mark the plume height hf where the salinity crosses S = 1=2(Sinj + Samb);
where S, Sinj , Samb are the actual salinity and the salinity in injected and ambient flu-
ids respectively. (b) Plume length as a function of time in non-dimensional variables
according the scaling in Eq. (3).
lope descent of the plume is well developed (15 cm  Lf  20 cm). By comparing
averaged salinity profiles we remove any high-frequency fluctuations from the mea-
surements of the plume heights (e.g. ripples along the plume interface).
For the given range in viscosity, the Ekman depth increases 10-fold from He =
0:127 to 1:27 cm, and all curves in Figures 7a and 7b should theoretically collapse
onto the same line. However, the absolute plume thickness increases from 0:25 to
0:86 cm, but its thickness relative to the Ekman depth (hf=He) reduces from 2:0He
to 0:7He as successive experiments increase  (see Fig. 7a). The downslope prop-
agation of the plume is shown in Figure 7b as plots of the non-dimensional plume
length Lf=L0 as a function of non-dimensional time t=T0. In this non-dimensional
framework, the plume advances (relatively) slower in runs with low  and faster in
runs with high . This is because lower viscosity reduces friction and enhances the
constraints of geostrophy making it more difficult for the rotating fluid to cross the iso-
baths (Note that under weak rotation, lower friction leads to a faster descent). On the
other hand, increased viscosity also affects plume volume (increase in plume height)
and momentum (reduced downslope speed).
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The curves in Figure 7b collapse to some degree, but not as well as in Figure 6b
indicating that the 3-D model captures additional dynamics concerning the influence
of viscosity on the cascading dynamics which go beyond the SZ97 reduced physics
model. However, given the large range of values of  the plume propagation still re-
tains properties of a self-similar process. Comparisons with the full physics numerical
model show that despite the simplifications employed by the reduced physics model
it produces reasonable estimates of the main parameters of cascading subject to the
plume having a sharp density interface with the ambient water. While it does not fully
capture the effects of viscosity, the reduced physics model performs better for a 2-layer
flow than in the case of a plume with a blurred interface, which we investigate in the
following section.
e. Density stratification at the plume interface
The reduced physics models, e.g. SH97 and SZ97 as well as the ‘streamtube’ and
‘slab’-models by Smith (1975); Killworth (1977); Price et al. (1993) are all based on
a 2-layer density structure, where a homogenous plume is overlaid by a homogenous
upper layer. While the reduced physics model by SH97 considers a 3-D velocity field
and provides a solution for interfacial Ekman veering it still assumes a sharp density
interface between the two fluids. This assumption has proved to be reasonable for
cases of weak diapycnal mixing, e.g. observed by Visbeck and Thurnherr (2009).
However, in the real ocean there are cases when density stratification in the interfacial
layer between the plume and the ambient water is significant (e.g. Girton and Sanford,
2003). This regime was not investigated in the SZ97 laboratory experiments and is
not included in the reduced physics model. Unfortunately there is no simple analytical
model for the stratified Ekman layer (McWilliams et al., 2009) and we therefore use
the numerical model POLCOMS to investigate the behaviour of the cascading plume
in the absence of a sharp interface.
A stratified interface could be simulated in a number of ways. In this study we
employ the method of increasing the value of vertical diffusivity  to simulate the ef-
fects of enhanced diapycnal mixing which smoothes the sharp interface and maintains
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a stratified flow. In a series of model runs we modify the vertical diffusivity from
 = 10 9 to 10 5m2 s 1 simulating different degrees of stratification. The degree of
stratification is assessed by measuring the thickness ht of the transition zone (Fig. 3b)
where salinity ranges from 20% to 80% of the total salinity difference between the
plume and the ambient water (marked by squares in Fig. 8a), while the height of the
plume core hc is defined by a plume salinity> 80% of the inflow salinity. We consider
the regime a stratified flow with a ‘blurred’ interface when ht=hc > 1.
Salinity profiles for the runs with different diffusivities  are presented in Fig-
ure 8a. Model runs where  = 10 9; 10 8 and 10 7m2 s 1 produce a plume with a
sharp interface (ht=hc = 0:56; 0:57 and 0:65, and Prv = = = 2000; 200 and 20
respectively), while  = 10 6; 5 10 6 and 10 5m2 s 1 show a blurred interface
with significant stratification (ht=hc = 2:26; 3:98 and 4:00, and Prv = 2; 0:4 and 0:2
respectively). We conclude that the transition between the flow regimes occurs when
the Prandtl number in the vertical is approximately unity, i.e. we observe a 2-layer
flow with a ‘sharp’ interface at Prv  1 and a stratified flow with a ‘blurred’ interface
at Prv 6 1.
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Figure 8: Model runs with sharply separated (thin lines) and stratified plumes (bold
lines). A stratified plume interface corresponds to higher values of vertical diffusivity
 (shown in m2 s 1). Non-dimensionalised (a) salinity profiles (squares indicate height
where salinity is 20% and 80% of the salinity difference) and (b) plume propagation
drawn as in Figure 7.
The downslope progression of the plume is shown in Figure 8b by the non-dimensional
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plume length Lf=L0 versus non-dimensional time t=T0. In runs with a sharp interface
(thin lines) the plume propagation speed follows a similar same curve as the laboratory
experiment and shows some agreement with the SZ97 reduced physics model, while
the flow with a stratified interface (bold lines) deviates significantly from the reduced
physics theory. In model runs with higher diffusivities but the same viscosities the
downslope speed of the plume is reduced. At very high diffusivity ( = 10 5m2 s 1,
gray dotted line in Fig. 8b) the plume propagation is very irregular. In this case the
downslope flow nearly stops as most of the inflowing dense water gets mixed upwards
into the water column and the plume breaks up into swirls and eddies.
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Figure 9: Downslope and alongslope velocity as well as salinity for runs with increased
diffusivity  (shown in m2 s 1). Profiles were sampled in the middle of a fully devel-
oped plume (Lf = 18 cm, rs = 9 cm) after (a) 73 s, (b) 81 s and (c) 216 s. The dashed
horizontal lines mark the height of He and 2He.
The velocity structure is also different between runs with sharp and diffuse plume
interfaces. Figure 9 shows the velocity profiles for 3 runs ( = 10 8 to 10 6m2 s 1)
that characterise this transition (left to right) from a 2-layer system to a stratified inter-
face. With increasing diffusivity, it takes longer for the plume to develop and initiate
the downslope descent. The profiles are therefore sampled from the model output at
an equal downslope distance of rs = 9 cm at the time when the plume has reached a
downslope length of Lf = 18 cm.
The alongslope velocity va reaches its maximum within the first 2 Ekman depths
and gradually recedes to zero at approximately the height above the bottom where the
salinity reaches its ambient value. In case of a stratified interface ( = 10 6m2 s 1) va
shows a smooth transition from its maximum value back to zero high above the core
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of the plume. The maximum alongslope velocity increases in the stratified case.
The maximum downslope velocity vd reduces as diffusivity increases (while vis-
cosity remains the same) for the runs shown in Figure 9. The downslope flow does
not follow the salinity profile, but remains confined to the bottom boundary layer with
a height of about 2He. The most notable change in the downslope velocity is the
reduction of the return flow (where vd < 0) indicating a gradual disappearance of the
interfacial Ekman layer as the stratification of the plume interface intensifies. While the
velocity profiles in a sharply separated flowmatch a ‘modified Ekman spiral’ (shown as
VD and VA in Fig. 5) the profiles for a stratified interface resemble the ‘classic’ Ekman
spiral. In the strongly stratified case the downslope transport within the plume behaves
as it would within a 1-layer flow; hence density becomes a nearly-passive tracer. This
demonstrates that intense diapycnal diffusion can slow or even arrest cascading in the
specialised case where vertical diffusivity is increased while vertical viscosity remains
constant.
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Figure 10: Downslope salinity cross-section of the plume at 144 s for constant vertical
diffusivity  = 10 6m2 s 1 and varying vertical viscosity  (shown in m2 s 1). The
section shows the plume thickness relative to the bottom, hence the slope is not shown.
The dotted contours indicate where salinity is 20% and 80% of the salinity difference.
The dashed horizontal lines mark the height of He and 2He.
In a further set of runs we investigate the behaviour of a diffuse plume (high )
when the viscosity  is also increased. Figure 10 shows cross-sections of the plume
in runs that vary the viscosity  from 10 6 to 10 5m2 s 1 while the diffusivity is kept
constant at  = 10 6m2 s 1. In these runs the Ekman depth He ranges from 0:127
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to 0:4 cm (highlighted by horizontal lines in Figure 10). The Prandtl Number in the
vertical is Prv = O(1) in these runs, which makes them directly relevant to observa-
tions in a turbulent ocean. The series of plots shows how the plume reacts to a thicker
bottom Ekman layer: more of the water that is diffused upwards is captured by the
cascading flow and transported downslope. After 144 s the plume has advanced 14:4
and 18:6 cm respectively. As a consequence of increasing Ekman depth, the plume
becomes more elongated and moves faster. This series of experiments shows that the
slowing effect of increased diapycnal mixing can be offset by increased viscosity be-
cause of the increased downslope transport capacity of the cascade. We interpret this
as an indication that increased mixing between the plume and the ambient water would
generally increase the downslope propagation of a cascade.
4. Discussion
We use a 3-D ocean model, POLCOMS, to study cascading on a steep slope.
We validate the model against laboratory experiments, compare results with reduced
physics models, where applicable, and we go beyond this to investigate the regimes
that are difficult to simulate in the laboratory, but which can be encountered in the real
ocean.
There is growing understanding of the importance of processes (including cas-
cading) in the bottom boundary layer (BBL) in the shaping of exchanges between the
shelves and the deep ocean (e.g. Huthnance et al., 2009). However, modern large-scale
ocean and climate models do not resolve small-scale processes occurring in the BBL, in
particular on the shelf edges and continental slopes. We feel that the importance of ac-
curately representing BBL processes has so far been somewhat overlooked. A number
of attempts have been made to represent the BBL by so-called ‘slab’ parametrisations
(e.g. Beckmann and Do¨scher, 1997). However, Killworth (2003), reviewing these ap-
proaches, highlights the importance of actually resolving the physics within the BBL
by saying that “no BBL ‘slab’ parametrisation can hope to compete with a model that
resolves the BBL properly, assuming adequate physics within the layer”. The physics
in the BBL is characterised by Ekman veering, which was originally derived using a
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no-slip bottom boundary condition which is commonly used in the study of gravity
currents (e.g. O¨zgo¨kmen and Chassignet, 2002; Wirth, 2009). For the present study
we employ the same bottom boundary condition and sufficient vertical resolution to
accurately resolve the correct physics in the BBL, thus avoiding the parametrisation
based on the quadratic drag law. We resolve the BBL by 10 computational levels.
Our model set-up is successfully validated against a series of laboratory experi-
ments (Shapiro and Zatsepin, 1997), both quantitatively and qualitatively. The veloc-
ity structure and the downslope speed of the cascade also compare very well with the
reduced physics model of Shapiro and Hill (1997) in those regimes where the flow has
a 2-layer density structure. Our results confirm that non-hydrostatic effects which are
not included in POLCOMS and many other ocean models do not affect these models’
ability to represent cascading as the magnitude of vertical velocity accelerations is very
small compared to the reduced gravity acceleration, even on a slope as steep as 39°.
This is in contrast to common belief that non-hydrostaticity should be included in the
modelling of processes with a scale of less than about 10 km (Marshall et al., 1997),
but it is consistent with basic principles of geophysical fluid dynamics (Kamenkovich,
1977; Pedlosky, 1987) and confirmed e.g. by the recent comparison of hydrostatic with
non-hydrostatic modelling of a river plume on a scale of 1 to 20 km (McEwan, 2010).
However, in the study of small-scale subgrid entrainment processes by individual tur-
bulent eddies that are not fully resolved in current models the non-hydrostatic effect
could be important.
Another consideration is the potential impact of the centrifugal force on the labo-
ratory experiments. Both POLCOMS and the reduced physics models are geophysical
fluid dynamics formulations in which, as is customary, the centrifugal force of rotation
is absorbed into an effective gravity. In these models, only the Coriolis force is explic-
itly retained. Can the centrifugal force be neglected in the laboratory experiments or
should it be included as an extra term in the numerical model? Since the gravitational
and centrifugal forces are the only driving forces in the problem, it seems natural to
gauge the import of the centrifugal force against that of gravity by calculating the ratio
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of their projections along the bottom slopes, which is f 2r = 4g cot , where r is the dis-
tance to the axis of rotation. This ratio is smaller than 5% in the majority of laboratory
experiments and model runs, except 2 experiments where the Coriolis parameter is
above 2:5 s 1 and even those were not outliers in our intercomparison of experimental
and model results. We therefore argue that it is appropriate to neglect the centrifugal
force in this simulation of cascading.
Shapiro and Hill (1997) derived the cascading downslope velocity on a plane slope
as uF = 0:2VNof and the parametrisation of the descent rate by Killworth (2001) can
be written for our slope angle ( = 39°) as uF = 1400
VNof
sin 
= 0:004VNof . On a conical
slope the cascade slows over time (see Fig. 6a), so neither of the two theories is strictly
applicable. To compare our model results to these descent rate estimates, we derive the
alongslope and downslope velocities as follows. For a fully developed plume, where
Lf > 6 cm, the downslope velocity is calculated as uF =
dLf
d t
, and the alongslope
velocity VNof is derived using Eq. (1) from the reduced gravity g0 measured in the
model output at a sampling radius rs = 0:75Lf (see Fig. 3). An overall average ratio
of all downslope and alongslope velocities from the 29 runs shown in Figure 6a is
calculated using linear regression as uF
VNof
= 0:19 (R2 = 0:749), which is surprisingly
close to the ratio of uF
VNof
= 0:2 in the Shapiro and Hill (1997) formula confirming it as
a useful tool for providing estimates of cascading parameters from observations.
In a 2-layer regime both the downslope and alongslope flows are confined to a thin
layer at the bottom with a thickness of about 2 Ekman depths. This agrees with ana-
lytical theories applicable for this regime (Shapiro and Hill, 1997; Wa˚hlin and Walin,
2001) and is consistent with ocean observations (e.g. Baringer and Price, 1997; Vis-
beck and Thurnherr, 2009) and laboratory studies (Cenedese et al., 2004). The flow
remains a 2-layer structure even for radical changes of viscosity by 2 orders of mag-
nitude. While the plume does not reach the full height of the Ekman layer for higher
viscosities, an increase in viscosity causes a thicker plume in real terms. This appears
in contrast to Legg et al. (2008) who found that as viscosity increased plume thickness
was reduced. Their different numerical configuration which did not fully resolve the
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Ekman layer could be seen as the reason for a significant influence of uncontrolled
numerical viscosity and diffusivity on their results.
In cases of strong diapycnal mixing, the plume interface blurs significantly and
the 2-layer reduced physics model no longer applies. The interface can be defined
as blurred when the transitional layer between plume and ambient density is much
thicker than the core of the plume itself. This definition is practical to separate different
regimes with very different properties.
In the case of a smooth interface the plume diffuses upwards and becomes much
thicker than the bottom Ekman layer, and much of the dense water moves out of reach
of the boundary layer to which the downslope transport remains confined, but is in-
volved in alongslope transport. A comparable situation has been observed in overflow
plumes where transport increases downstream due to entrainment (Girton and Sanford,
2003; Matt and Johns, 2007).
The velocity profiles for a 2-layer density structure match the ‘modified’ Ekman
spiral (Shapiro and Hill, 1997; 2003) and show the presence of an interfacial Ekman
layer evident by a return flow just above the plume interface. In a flow with a strongly
blurred interface the alongslope velocity reacts quickly to the smooth density transi-
tion, while the downslope velocity remains confined to the bottom Ekman layer. We
cannot confirm whether the downslope velocity would eventually (i.e. after a longer
experiment time) adapt its profile to the density structure in the same way as the alongs-
lope velocity. It would be interesting to investigate this difference in adaptation time
for dense flows over corrugated bathymetry, such as canyons, where the absolute di-
rection of the downslope and alongslope components of the flow changes frequently.
The lack of a return flow in case of a diffuse plume is an indication for the dissolution
of the interfacial Ekman layer under the influence of strong diapycnal mixing. This
regime and its implications are the subject of ongoing research (Wirth, 2010; Wobus
et al., 2010).
Previous studies have considered a sharp interface between the flow or reservoir
of dense water and the ambient water for reservoirs or flows that are much thicker
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than the Ekman depth (e.g. Wa˚hlin and Walin, 2001; Shapiro and Hill, 2003; Wirth,
2009). They found that a thin layer (of height h  He) of dense water forms near the
bottom and starts to move downslope while the main body of dense water is confined
to alongslope motion according to Nof (1983). We show that this is not true for cases
where a thick plume (of height h  He) is formed by the upwards diffusion of dense
plume water and the interface is strongly blurred. We find that the downslope flow
does not form a thin layer of the order of the Ekman layer height He and our findings
only agree to the extent that downwards propagation is slowed or even arrested.
A thick, but diffused cascade is shown to be strongly affected by the Ekman depth
as the slowing effect on downslope motion of high diffusivity  can be compensated
for by increased viscosity . The results presented in Section 3e show that the speed
of downslope propagation increases in a regime where diffusivity and viscosity are
both increased which simulates the effects of increased turbulence. The diffuse plume
moves downslope faster because the height of the Ekman layer encompasses most of
the plume such that h  O(He). This is consistent with figure 4b in Shapiro and Hill
(1997) which shows that the entrainment process speeds up downslope propagation of
the plume in a reduced physics model. The acceleration of a cascade due to mixing has
practical implications as oceanic turbulence tends to affect diffusivity and viscosity to a
comparable degree (as  increases, so does  and vice versa) and therefore suggests that
increased diapycnal mixing in a highly turbulent regime increases downslope transport.
This finding helps explain observations in areas of tidally generated turbulence in the
Ross Sea (Padman et al., 2009).
5. Conclusions
Our results show that the correct resolution of bottom boundary layer physics is
critical to successfully model cascading, while non-hydrostaticity is not required to
capture the descending plume. The traditional square drag law fails to capture the Ek-
man veering at the bottom boundary and is shown to insufficiently represent bottom
friction, while our 3-D numerical model with a no-slip bottom boundary condition
and increased vertical resolution near the bottom was successfully validated against
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laboratory experiments. The required resolution to fully resolve the BBL is currently
impractical for large ocean and climate models, and we therefore call for the develop-
ment of an improved parametrisation for bottom friction, which includes the Coriolis
force and thus captures velocity veering.
Our simulations using POLCOMS highlight the areas of applicability of the pre-
vious reduced physics theory, which is only applicable to a 2-layer flow with a sharp
interface between the cascading plume and the ambient water. A dense flow with a
stratified interface has been investigated with the full physics 3-D numerical model,
POLCOMS. Our results show that downslope transport is reduced when the plume
interface is strongly diffused, but enhanced in a regime that simulates the effects of
increased turbulence where diffusivity and viscosity are both increased.
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